EXTERIOR SHEATHING

REFER TO TECHNICAL LETTER #1 ON CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY WITH NAILING FLANGE

MECHANICALLY FASTEN AS NECESSARY IN CORNERS THROUGH VYCOR PLUS

DO NOT FLASH OVER BOTTOM NAILING FLANGE

SILL PLATE (SEE VCRDET-106 FOR OPTIONS)

CORNER PATCH (SEE VCRDET-504 FOR OPTIONS)

VYCOR PLUS

NOTES:
A. VISIT GCPAT.COM FOR THE MOST CURRENT DETAILS, INSTALLATION VIDEO AND PRODUCT DATA SHEETS
B. RIPCORD® CAN BE REMOVED FROM VYCOR PLUS FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION
C. INSTALL VYCOR PLUS IN ORDER AS SHOWN BY NUMBERS
D. MECHANICALLY FASTEN AS NECESSARY
E. IF APPLICABLE, LEAVE RELEASE PAPER ON LOWER HALF OF SILL FLASHING UNTIL FUTURE TIE-IN
F. CHECK LOCAL BUILDING CODES FOR WEATHER RESISTIVE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AND INSTALL VYCOR PLUS WITH WEATHER RESISTIVE BARRIER TO FORM WATER-SHEDDING LAPS
G. DETAIL ALSO RELEVANT FOR VYCOR V40 AND BUTYL

HALF ROUND WINDOW - OPTION 2
SEVERE EXPOSURE
VYCOR® PLUS SELF-ADHERED FLASHING